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Abstract
This paper makes a case for paths as an explicit abstraction in operating system design. Paths provide a unifying infrastructure for several OS mechanisms that have
been introduced in the last several years, including fbufs,
integrated layer processing, packet classifiers, code specialization, and migrating threads. This paper articulates
the potential advantages of a path-based OS structure, describes the specific path architecture implemented in the
Scout OS, and demonstrates the advantages in a particular application domain—receiving, decoding, and displaying MPEG-compressed video.
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1 Introduction
Layering is a fundamental structuring technique with a
long history in system design. From early work on layered operating systems and network architectures [12,
32], to more recent advances in stackable systems [27,
15, 14, 26], layering has played a central role in managing
complexity, isolating failure, and enhancing configurability. This paper describes a complementary, but equally
fundamental structuring technique, which we call paths.
Whereas layering is typically used to manage complexity,
paths are applied to layered systems to improve their performance and to solve problems that require global context.
We begin by developing some intuition about paths. A
path can be viewed as a logical channel through a multilayered system over which I/O data flows, as illustrated
in Figure 1. In this way, a path is analogous to a virtual
circuit that cuts through the nodes of a packet-switched
network. The only difference is that paths are within a
single host, while virtual circuits run between hosts.1
Also, the term “path” is well entrenched in our vocabulary. For example, we often refer to the “fast path”
1 The obvious next step is to integrate paths through the end host with
circuits between hosts, but for the purpose of this paper, we focus on
paths within a single system.

Figure 1: Two Paths Through a Layered System
through a system, implying that the most commonly executed sequence of instructions have been optimized. As
another example, we sometimes talk about optimizing the
“end-to-end path,” meaning we are focused on the global
performance of the system (e.g., from I/O source to sink),
rather than on the local performance of a single component. As a final example, we sometimes distinguish between a system’s “control path” and its “data path,” with
the former being more relevant to latency and the latter
more concerned with throughput.
Finally, paths can be loosely understood by considering specific OS mechanisms that have been proposed
over the last few years. Consider the following examples.


Fbufs [6] are a path-oriented buffer management
mechanism designed to efficiently move data across
a sequence of protection domains.2 Fbufs depend
on being able to identify the path through the system
over which the data will flow.

2 Although layering does not imply multiple protection domains, systems often impose hardware-enforced protection at layer
boundaries.



Integrated layer processing (ILP) [4, 1] is a technique for fusing the data manipulation loops of multiple protocol layers. It depends on knowing exactly what sequence of protocol modules a network
packet will traverse.



Packet classifiers [31, 20, 2, 8] distinguish among
incoming network packets based on certain fields
found in their headers. In a sense, a packet classifier pre-computes the path that a given message will
follow.



Specialization is sometimes used to optimize common path code sequences [24, 23]. Specialization,
in turn, depends on the existence of invariants that
constrain the path through the code that is likely to
be executed.



The Alpha OS allows threads to migrate across a sequence of protection domains [5]; others have defined similar mechanisms [13, 9]. Such mechanisms
recognize that tasks often span multiple domains,
and so account for resource usage on a path basis
rather than a domain basis.

The thesis of this paper is that these mechanisms are
not isolated optimizations, but rather, that they can be
unified and explained by the path abstraction. In a nutshell, these mechanisms all share the following fundamental idea: they expose and exploit non-local context.
Consider a layered system like the one illustrated in
Figure 1. While the advantage of layering and modularity is to hide information, there are many situations when
it would be beneficial for a given layer to have access to
non-local context. For example, suppose one of the modules is processing an Ethernet packet. With only local
context, the module knows nothing about the packet’s relative importance compared to other packets. However,
if it is known that the packet is part of a particular video
stream, then it is easy to determine its processing deadline, what modules need to be executed to process it, how
many CPU cycles this processing will require, where its
data should be placed in memory, and so on. In other
words, by knowing a certain set of invariants (e.g., that
the packet is part of some video stream), the module is
able to access and exploit global context that is available
outside any one module or layer. Abstractly then, a path
is defined by these invariants and provides access to the
corresponding context.
Having access to non-local context leads to two kinds
of advantages: (1) improved resource allocation and
scheduling decisions, and (2) improved code quality. In
the former case, work is segregated early, facilitating the
following benefits:



The system can place data in a memory buffer that is
already accessible to all the modules along the path.
This is essentially what fbufs do. In contrast, data
often has to be copied (either logically or physically)
from one buffer to another at each module or layer
boundary.



The system can know that a particular path needs to
be scheduled for execution in order to meet a deadline; e.g., display a video frame. This is critical
to being able to offer different Qualities of Service
(QoS). In contrast, not segregating work into paths
means that low-priority work may need to be done
to discover high-priority work that needs attention.



If scheduling deadlines for a particular path are such
that it is impossible to make use of a particular piece
of work (e.g., network packet or video frame), then
the system can discard unnecessary work early, that
is, before executing the path. A conventional system
often has to process several layers before knowing
that continuing is of no value.

In the latter case—improved code quality—the system
has more information available to it, making more aggressive code optimizations possible. Examples of such
optimizations include the following:


The more invariants the system knows about code to
be executed, the more opportunities the system has
to specialize the code path. For example, the system
can do constant folding and propagation, dead-code
elimination, and interprocedural register allocation.



The more layers across which the system is able to
optimize, the more opportunities there are to eliminate redundant work. For example, the more protocol layers available, the more loads and stores integrated layer processing can remove. Similarly, it
is sometimes possible to merge per-layer operations.
For example, instead of having each layer check for
the appropriate header length, it is possible to check
for the sum of all header lengths at the beginning of
packet processing.

This paper makes two contributions. First, it develops
an explicit path abstraction; Section 2 explores the design
space for paths, and Section 3 describes an implementation of paths in the Scout operating system. Second, the
paper demonstrates how having a path abstraction leads
to the first set of advantages outlined above, i.e., those
that have to do with improvements in resource allocation
and scheduling. In particular, Section 4 describes an application that receives MPEG-compressed video over a
network and then decodes and displays it. A companion
paper demonstrates some of the code-related improvements attributable to paths [23].

2 Path Abstraction
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While it is tempting to view paths as an optimization that
can be super-imposed on an existing layered system—
and it is certainly the case that many of the ideas described in this paper can be applied in this way—we
take a more “first principles” approach to defining paths.
Specifically, this section develops a working definition of
paths in an incremental fashion. Our goal is to explore the
design space for paths, and in the process, to introduce the
particular architecture that we settled on.
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2.1 Basic Paths
Figure 3: Example Router Graph
A path is a linear flow of data that starts at a source device
and ends at a destination device. While the data is moved
from the source to the destination, it is transformed (processed) in some path-specific manner. That is, if the input data is represented as a message m, then the output
message is g m , where g is the function that represents
the path-specific transformation. In addition, each path
has two queues associated with it, as depicted in Figure 2,
thereby decoupling the input and output devices. A path
scheduler determines when a given path is executed, that
is, when g m is evaluated.
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Figure 2: Simple path
While paths connect devices, there is no direct relationship between device pairs and paths: a given device
pair can be connected by zero or more paths. Allowing
for multiple paths to connect the same pair of devices is
sensible since both g m and the scheduling priority may
vary. For example, one path may handle UDP packets,
whereas another may handle TCP packets. Similarly, two
paths that forward IP packets between a pair of devices
may need to be scheduled differently if they provide a different quality of service. Thus, paths are dynamic entities
that are created at runtime; there is no a priori limit on the
number of paths that can exist in a given system.
What are the properties of basic paths? First and foremost, once a message has been enqueued on the input
queue of a path, it is already known what device the (possibly transformed) output message will arrive at. For the
purpose of resource management, it is also known that m
belongs to the path on which it is enqueued, and all execution is performed on behalf of that path. In other words,
knowledge is available early and globally.
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2.2 Creating Paths
The key problem in creating a path is how to specify
g m . While it would be possible to write a specific function for each path with distinct functionality, it is more
convenient to derive g m automatically from a modularly organized system. This is because many of the paths
are likely to have substantial functionality in common,
such as various network, file, and windowing protocols.
Generating a path from components does not preclude
writing a specialized g m for those cases that warrant
the extra effort.
A router graph represents the modular structure of the
system, where each router is a software module that implements a specific task, such as the NFS protocol or a
SCSI driver. The reason we call these modules routers
will become clear in a moment. As is common in a modular/layered system, individual routers provide their functionality based on the functionality of other routers, that
is, it is possible to draw a dependency graph that represents the interdependence among the various routers.
This also means that a router graph fully describes what
kind of tasks a given system can perform. For example,
Figure 3 depicts a router graph that could be used to implement a web server. Given this graph, a path that starts
at the ETH router (Ethernet device) and ends at the SCSI
router (disk device) would have a g m that is the composite of the functions contributed by each router; i.e.,
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g(m) = gSCSI(gUFS ( (gIP(gETH (m))) )):




However, this still begs the question of how a path is
created. There are essentially two approaches: (1) the
path is pre-specified externally, and (2) the path is discovered incrementally. This division corresponds to the
two sources of “knowledge” that influence path creation:
global and router-specific. Global knowledge is of the
sort “for a web service, the following sequence of routers

need to be part of the path.” Global knowledge may also
be used for optimization, for example, there may be an
optimized g m available for the web path that is preferred to an automatically derived composite function. In
contrast, local knowledge is of the form “if invariant X
is true for the path under construction, then the path can
pass through this router” or “if invariant Y is false, then
the path cannot go beyond this router.”
Using global knowledge alone to create a path would
be difficult since this knowledge often requires familiarity with the internal workings of the routers that are traversed by a path. In contrast, creating a path based on
router-specific knowledge alone would limit the utility of
paths considerably. (Recall that most advantages of paths
are due to the global knowledge they afford).
In our path architecture, paths are created in two
phases. First, router-specific knowledge is used to
create a maximum length path. Second, this maximum length path is transformed (optimized) using global
transformation rules, each of which is defined by a
hguard ; transformationi pair. If the guard evaluates to
TRUE, the corresponding transformation is applied, resulting in a new path. This process repeats until all guards
evaluate to FALSE.
To better illustrate the difference between local and
global knowledge, consider the router graph given in Figure 3. Suppose there is a path that starts at SCSI and ends
at ETH. Such is the case, for example, if IP can determine
that the remote host is on the same Ethernet as the local
host. If this is not true, then IP can not be sure whether
data will go out through ATM or FDDI, since the routing tables may change in the middle of the data transfer.
Clearly, this decision is completely IP specific, that is,
based on local knowledge. On the other hand, there are
several global facts that hold for a web path that could be
exploited, for example, data is transfered through TCP in
a predominantly uni-directional manner and accessed on
the disk in a strictly sequential fashion. Note that each
such invariant may affect the function gi of one or more
other routers. For example, the fact that data is accessed
sequentially may mean that it is best to avoid caching in
the file system (UFS). Similarly, the fact that TCP is in
the path may mean that the IP fragmentation code can be
omitted completely.
Finally, note that our definition of a path’s semantics, which we denote as g m , should not be taken to
mean that procedures constitute the fundamental building
blocks of paths. It is equally legitimate to construct a path
from a sequence of basic blocks, which is more in line
with having the path abstraction represent the “fast path”
through the system. In fact, procedures and basic blocks
define two ends of a granularity spectrum. Scout implements a specific point on this spectrum, as described in
Section 3.
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2.3 Network View of Paths
We motivated routers as a means to automatically derive
the path function g m . Alternatively, a router graph can
be viewed as a set of interconnected nodes that forward
messages along their links in the dependency graph. The
operation of a router is to receive a message, process it,
and then forward the resulting message to another router,
as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Message forwarding/routing
If a message is injected at some router, the trail it leaves
in the router graph as it is processed and forwarded corresponds to a sequence of routing decisions. If a given
trail is used very often, it may be worthwhile to explicitly encapsulate and optimize it. This is exactly what a
path does: it represents a fixed sequence of routing decisions through the system’s modules. This is not unlike
a virtual circuit through a network: at connection establishment time, a set of invariants that are guaranteed to
hold for the duration of a connection is specified. In return, these invariants permit the customization of the path
in a way that is optimized for that particular connection.
In the case of a virtual circuit, the set of invariants contains the address pair of the communicating peers, but it
may include other parameters such as the desired quality of service. The same kind of invariants are useful for
creating paths. For example, knowing what quality-ofservice a path requires helps when choosing an appropriate scheduling policy and priority.
In this context, it makes more sense to let paths connect an arbitrary pair of routers rather than insisting that
a path connects a pair of devices. The latter case is ideal
in the sense that it provides a maximum amount of global
knowledge. However, the maximum length of a path is
related to the strength of the invariants. In general, the
stronger the invariants, the more routing decisions can be
frozen at path-creation time, and the longer the resulting
path. While it is preferable to have long paths, a general
model must allow for the degenerate case where invariants are so weak that not a single routing decision can be
made at path creation time. This degenerate case roughly
corresponds to a traditional layered system.

2.4 Generalized Paths
As defined so far, paths are simple and highly predictable:
a message arrives at the input queue, the path is scheduled
for execution, and the transformed message is deposited
in the output queue. While this simplicity is ideal for the
purpose of optimization, it also limits the usefulness of
paths. Since it is our goal to define paths in a way that
moves them from a purely performance-motivated concept into an abstraction with which a complete operating
system can be built, we must extend paths to make them
more widely applicable, but in a way that does not destroy
the properties that make the path abstraction attractive in
the first place.
2.4.1

Directionality

Processing in a path is usually bi-directional: a remoteprocedure call arrives over the network, results in some
computation, and an answer is sent back to the caller; the
arrival of a network packet triggers the sending of an acknowledgment; or a disk block is requested and arrives
asynchronously. Such bi-directional paths could be handled by creating two separate paths, but it seems more
natural if a path that is used to make a request is also the
one that yields the response. A similar argument can be
made about resource management. A more technical argument for making paths bi-directional is that often the
two directions are dependent on each other. For example,
when sending a network packet to a remote host, it may
be desirable to include a piggy-back acknowledgment in
that same packet.
Therefore, we extend the path model as follows. Each
path end has a pair of queues—an input queue for one direction, an output queue for the other direction. The path
function g m is also extended to take a second argument
d that gives the direction (FWD or BWD) in which the
path should be traversed. FWD is the direction in which
the path was created, while BWD refers to the reverse direction. Each router-specific function is extended in the
same way.
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2.4.2

Complex Processing

The current path model assumes that the path transformation is “work-preserving,” that is, for every input message, there is exactly one output message. This is limiting
since it means that important operations such as packet
reassembly and fragmentation cannot be accommodated.
In the former case, most input messages do not result
in an output message. Instead, the partial messages are
buffered inside the router. In the latter case, every input
message may result in many more than one output message. Similarly, a retransmission timeout may result in a

new message being generated spontaneously from within
the path.
For this reason, we loosen the evaluation rule for paths.
Suppose that creating a path results in the routers contributing the functions g1, ..., gn. A message may now
be injected at any one of these sub-functions and the invocation of gi may result either in gi?1 or in gi+1 being
invoked. That is, these sub-functions can be invoked in
any order, subject to the rule that only neighboring functions are invoked, or that the message be enqueued at an
output queue.

2.5 Remarks
In summary, a path is created incrementally by invoking a
create operation on a router and specifying a set of invariants. The invariants describe the properties of the desired
path, and are used to determine a next router that must be
traversed by any message traveling on this path. The path
reaches its maximum length when the invariants are no
longer strong enough to make a unique routing decision.
Each traversed router contributes a function gi that is applied when processing a message. A path that traverses
three routers is shown in Figure 5.

Router

g1 g2 g3

Router

Figure 5: Example Path
Path execution is decoupled from the arrival and departure processes at the routers by four queues. For each direction, there is an input and an output queue. Typically,
a path execution involves dequeuing a message from an
input queue and evaluating the gi functions in sequence
until the other end of the path is reached. However, for
generality, a message may get absorbed in the middle of
a path, or turned around, or a new message may be created spontaneously inside a path.
Finally, keep in mind that policy issues—i.e., how to
use paths for a given system—remain unspecified. There
are two dimensions to this issue, which can be visualized as the “length” and the “width” of the path, respectively. The “length” of the path is simple to understand:
it corresponds to the number of routers that the path traverses. A path’s width is more subtle: a highly specialized path is narrow, whereas a more general path is wide.
For example, a path that can only be used to carry nonfragmented messages for a specific host-pair would be
considered narrow, while a path from a network adapter
to the IP protocol that can handle any IP datagram would
be considered wide.

While it might seem that one wants paths to be as narrow (specific) as possible, this is not necessarily the case.
Such a strategy can lead to an explosion of paths—e.g.,
one per packet or one per request/response transaction—
which also implies having to create paths too frequently.
Since there is a cost associated with path creation, one
clearly wants the path to have enough breadth to carry
multiple messages. The strategy we have adopted is to
define a modest number of long-lived paths (e.g., one per
window, one per open file, one per TCP connection) and
then to define a small number of “short/fat” paths to catch
the exceptional cases (e.g., all fragmented IP packets).

3 Implementing Paths in Scout
Scout is an experimental operating system designed for
network appliances—e.g., set-top boxes, file- and webservers, and cluster computers. Scout is designed around
the path abstraction, supports both non-realtime and softrealtime applications, and runs in a single address space.
This section describes how the path abstraction is implemented in Scout.
Note that compatibility with standard application interfaces (e.g., POSIX) is not a major goal of Scout, except to
understand how such interfaces either exploit or interfere
with paths. On the other hand, interoperability with existing protocol specifications is an important requirement
of Scout.

3.1 Routers and Services
Just as in the architecture, routers are the unit of program
development in Scout. A router implements some functionality such as the IP protocol, the MPEG decompression algorithm, or a driver for a particular SCSI adapter.
A router implements one or more services that can be
used by other higher-level routers. As is typical in a layered system, most routers themselves use other lowerlevel routers to implement their services. Scout does not,
however, enforce strict layering. Cyclic dependencies are
admissible as long as there is a partial (non-cyclic) order
in which the routers can be initialized.
Each service in a router has a name and a type. The
names are unique, but otherwise arbitrary and chosen by
the programmer. The relevance of service types is explained in more detail below. For the purpose of configuring a router graph, it is sufficient to know that two services can be connected by an edge only if they are mutually compatible. Figure 6 illustrates routers, services, and
how they interact in a router graph. In this partial router
graph, IP has three services: up, down, and res. The first
two are of type net and the latter is of type nsClient (for
“name-service client”). The down service is connected to

up:net

IP
down:net res:nsClient

resolver:nsProvider

ARP
net:net

up:net

ETH

Figure 6: Routers and Services.
ETH’s up service. This connection is used by IP to send
and receive IP datagrams. The res service is connected
to ARP’s resolver service. IP uses this to translate IP host
numbers into Ethernet addresses. ARP itself is connected
to ETH as well so that it can broadcast and listen to relevant ARP packets.
A router is implemented simply as a collection of C
source files. These files, along with the external interface,
are described in a spec file. The syntax for spec files is
shown below:
router name f
files = ffilename, ...g;
service = fname:type, ...g;
g

A service name may be preceded by a less-than marker
(<) to indicate that the routers connected to that service
must be initialized before this router can be initialized.
The Scout infrastructure ensures that router initialization
occurs in an order that is consistent with the partial order
defined by these markers. For the purpose of router initialization, cyclic dependencies are forbidden. The Scout
development environment includes a configuration tool
that translates a router graph into C source code that creates and initializes the runtime view of a router graph
when the system boots. This configuration tool checks
for and rejects any router graph with cyclic dependencies.
At runtime, a Scout router is represented by a variable
of the following structure:
struct Router f
String
long
CreateStageFunc
DemuxFunc
RouterLinkList
g;

name;
(*init)(Router r);
createStage;
demux;
links[NSERVICES];

That is, a router consists of its name (member name),
three function pointers (members init, createStage, and
demux) and a list of router graph edges that connect to this
router to other routers (member links).

Each router r provides just one globally visible operation:
Router rCreate (String n, int c[]);

This operation is used to create a specific router with
name n. The integer array c specifies how many times
each router service has been connected to other routers.
Once all routers are created, Scout initializes them in the
partial order described above. A router is initialized by a
call to its init function.

3.2 Path Object
Section 2 argued that it is preferable to create paths incrementally, with the resulting paths initially consisting of a
sequence of sub-functions gi . Likewise, Scout paths consist of a sequence of stages. Each router that is crossed by
a path creates one such stage. Since a path enters a router
at one service and leaves it through another, a stage effectively connects a pair of services. That is, it represents a
fixed routing decision.
A stage is a rich object that contains at least the following members:
struct Stage f
Iface end[2];
Path
path;
Router router;
long
(*establish)(Stage s, Attrs a);
void
(*destroy)(Stage s);
g;

Member end is an array containing pointers to the interfaces of the stage. These interfaces are derived from the
services that a stage connects in a manner that will be explained below. The path and router members point to the
path that the stage is part of and the router that created
the stage, respectively. The establish and destroy function pointers are used during path creation and destruction and are explained in more detail in Section 3.3.
The relationship between interfaces and router services
is as follows. Each router service type consists of a pair
of interface types: the first element in this pair specifies
what interface the service provides whereas the second element specifies the interface that the service requires to
function properly. For example, the net service type is
symmetric in the sense that it both provides and requires
a net interface. This can be expressed as the pair:
servicetype net = <NetIface, NetIface>;

Scout supports simple single inheritance for interface
types. This means that instead of the exact interface type
required by a service it is possible to provide a more specific interface. Hence, the precise rule used to decide
whether a pair of services can be connected in a router

graph is that the interfaces provided must be identical to
or more specific than the interfaces required.
All interfaces encountered when traversing a path in a
particular direction are chained together. Since it is sometimes necessary to “turn around” the data flow inside a
path, each interface also contains a back pointer to the
next interface in the opposite direction. A third pointer
provides access to the stage to which the interface belongs. Therefore, the most primitive interface is given
by:
struct Iface f
Iface next;
Iface back;
Stage stage;
g;

This obviously is not a very interesting interface since it
provides no way to deliver data. All real interfaces declare additional members that hold function pointers or
other data. For example, the net interface is declared as
follows:
struct NetIface f
struct Iface i;
long (*deliver)(Iface i, Msg m);
g;

That is, the net interface provides a single function to deliver a message m to interface i. While Scout can technically support an arbitrary number of interface types, the
intent is to keep this number as small as possible. For
example, at present there is an interface type to asynchronously exchange messages (this is used both by filters and networking protocols), a window manager interface, a file system interface, and a few other, lesser interface types.
Given the definition of stages and interfaces, it is now
easy to describe the actual path object:
struct Path f
Stage
end[2];
long
pid;
void
(*wakeup)(Path p, Thread t);
PathQueue q[4];
struct Attrs attrs;
g;

The array end contains two pointers to the stages at the
extreme ends of the path. A path can set the wakeup function pointer to request that a specific function gets executed when a thread t is awakened to execute in a path
p. This is discussed more in Section 3.4. The four path
queues are stored in q. These queues are generic in the
sense that the queuing discipline is unspecified. The two
properties that are defined for any such queue is the current length and the maximum length. Finally, attrs is a set
of name/value pairs (attributes). Attributes allow to attach arbitrary state to a particular path. For example, this

enables stages to exchange and share information anonymously (without knowing exactly what stage is the source
of the information and what stages are the consumers).
A path can therefore be visualized as shown in Figure 7. The path shown there consists of four stages.
The stages were created by the TEST, UDP, IP, and
ETH routers. Each interior stage contains two interfaces
(semi-circles), whereas the stages at the extreme ends of
the path contain only one interface each. These extreme
stages are, strictly speaking, not part of the path but they
are used to connect to the routers that manage the path
queues.
path
TEST

stages

interfaces
UDP

IP

ETH

Figure 7: Path structure.

3.3 Path Creation
Paths are created and destroyed using the following functions:
Path pathCreate(Router r, Attrs a);
void pathDelete(Path p);

A path is created by invoking pathCreate on a router
r. The kind of path to be created is described by the set
of attributes a. These attributes are arbitrary name/value
pairs that specify the invariants that hold true for the path
being created. The pathCreate results in an invocation of
the createStage function in router r (see Section 3.1). The
createStage function has the following type:
Stage (*CreateStageFunc)(Router r, int s,
Attrs a,
RouterLink* n);

Here, r is the router on which pathCreate was invoked
and s is the number of the service through which the path
being created enters the router. Since r is the first router
in the path, there is no such service, so the value is set to
-1 (not a valid service number). Argument a is the set of
attributes passed to the pathCreate operation. Once r creates a new stage and makes a routing decision, it sets n to

the router/service pair that the path must traverse next, if
there is such a pair, otherwise it sets it to NULL.
Given the next router/service pair, the createStage operation is invoked on that next router. Now, argument s
is set to the index of service through which the path enters the router and a is the (possibly modified) set of attributes. This process continues until a path reaches its
full length, which happens either when it reaches a leaf
router or when the attributes are so weak that no unique
routing decision is possible. When either event occurs, a
sequence of stages has been created. The stages and the
interfaces contained therein are then linked together into
a path structure. Once the path object is fully created, the
establish functions in the stage objects are executed in the
order in which the stages were created. This gives each
stage a chance to perform initialization that depends on
the existence of the entire path.
As described so far, path creation consists of three
phases: (1) create sequence of stages, (2) combine stages
into path object, and (3) establish (initialize) stages. During a fourth and final phase, path transformation rules
are applied to the path. This provides the means through
which Scout uses global knowledge to transform and optimize paths. Semantically, transformation rules have no
effect, but they typically result in better performance and
better resource allocation or usage. For example, if a path
contains a sequence of interfaces for which there is optimized code is available, then the function pointers in the
interfaces can be updated to point to this optimized code.
More details on such code-related path-transformations
can be found in a companion paper [23]. Section 4 discusses some transformations that improve resource management.
When a Scout system boots, there are typically a few
routers that create a handful of paths, e.g., to receive key
strokes or network packets. All other paths are either directly or indirectly created by these initial paths. In other
words, path creation and destruction is under control of
the routers that are present in a given system. The Scout
infrastructure never creates or destroys paths implicitly.

3.4 Path Execution
Paths are executed by threads—the active entities in
Scout. A router starts execution of a path by dequeuing
data from the input queue and invoking an interface-type
dependent data-delivery function.
Since threads are independent objects and since path
queues can often be optimized away, it is possible for a
thread to execute a path, enter a router, and then continue
execution in another path without any context switches.
This is important because degenerate paths can be short,
so forcing context switches at every path/router crossing
could result in an excessive number of context switches,

and therefore, less than optimal performance.
In Scout, threads are scheduled non-preemptively according to some scheduling policy and priority. Scout
supports an arbitrary number of scheduling policies, and
allocates a percentage of CPU time to each. The minimum share that each policy gets is determined by a
system-tunable parameter. Two scheduling policies have
been implemented to date: (1) fixed-priority round-robin,
and (2) earliest-deadline first (EDF) [18]. The reason
for implementing the EDF policy is that for many softrealtime applications, it is most natural to express a path’s
“priority” in terms of a deadline. We present an example
of this in the next section.
Scout uses a non-preemptive scheduler because it
meets our needs and is easy to use. In the future, Scout
will allow for uncooperative “threads,” but since it is
not a good idea to share any resource with uncooperative threads in an uncontrolled manner, those threads will
not share memory either. That is, uncooperative threads
will be isolated from each other in some manner (e.g.,
through separate address spaces, fault isolation, or a safe
language). If uncooperative threads do not share memory, using a preemptive scheduler among them is trivial. Thus, scheduling is split into domains—within a domain, there is trust and hence a non-preemptive scheduler
can be used. Across domains, there is no trust and a preemptive scheduler is necessary. This is not unlike what
many traditional UNIX kernels do—the kernel “threads”
are scheduled non-preemptively whereas the user-level
processes are scheduled preemptively.
Once a thread executes on behalf of a path, it can
trivially adjust its own priority as necessary. However,
there also needs to be a mechanism that allows a newly
awakened thread to inherit a path’s scheduling requirements. For this purpose, a path can set the wakeup function pointer in its path object to a function that selects
the appropriate scheduling policy and priority for a newly
awakened thread.

3.5 Finding Paths
In many cases, knowing the path that should be used for
a given set of data is trivial. For example, an application might create a path to a graphics window and then
use that path to draw lines and paint text. In some cases,
however, the path to be used is determined implicitly by
the data itself. For example, when a packet arrives at a
network adapter, it is not immediately known which path
that packet belongs to. For this reason, each Scout router
provides a demux operation that maps the data into a path
that can be used to process that data. This problem is
identical to what is referred to a “packet classification” in
the networking literature. Since Scout uses packet classification in a context that is somewhat unusual, it is worth

enumerating the specific requirements that it places on
this process:


Efficient enough to handle peak-loads. Classification must take a short amount of time relative to the
typical path execution time. Otherwise, the advantage of improved resource management due to paths
would be lost.



Provide relaxed (best-effort) classification accuracy.
Unlike traditional classifiers, the Scout classifier just
has to find a path that is “good enough” to process
the given data. This is best illustrated with an example: suppose the data to be classified is an IP fragment. Traditional classifiers defer classification until the entire IP datagram has been reassembled. For
the purposes of Scout, it is acceptable to hand off
IP fragments to a path that knows how to reassemble the fragments. Once the full datagram is available, the IP protocol can rerun the classifier to find
the next path.

Many packet classifiers have been proposed (e.g., [31,
20, 2, 8]), but none of them address all of the Scout requirements satisfactorily. For this reason, Scout adopted
the simple solution of requiring each router to provide a
function that performs a classification. Any given router
typically implements only a small portion of the entire
classification process. If a router cannot make a unique
classification decision, it may ask the next router to refine
that decision. This continues until either a unique path
is found or until it is determined that no appropriate path
exists. In the latter case the offending data is simply discarded.

3.6 Remarks
Figure 8 summarizes the Scout timeline. At the earliest time (top), individual routers and path transformations
are implemented. Later on, a system is configured by
specifying a router graph and selecting appropriate transformation rules. The kernel is then built and booted. During runtime, paths are created, executed, and eventually
destroyed when no longer needed.
As implemented in Scout, paths are light-weight. For
example, a path to transmit and receive UDP packets consists of six stages. Creating such a path on a 300MHz
Alpha takes on the order of 200s. This time does not
include the application of any transformations. The path
object itself is about 300 bytes long and each stage is
on the order of 150 bytes in size (including all the interfaces). Also, packet classification is reasonably efficient.
The first (unoptimized) implementation of the Scout classification scheme is already able to demultiplex a UDP
packet in less than 5s.

Early
router implementation
path transformations
router graph & transformation rules

build time
runtime

kernel build
path creation
path execution

Late

4.1 MPEG Router Graph
The Scout router graph for the demonstration application
is shown in Figure 9. The topmost router, DISPLAY,
manages the framebuffer. The bottom of the graph is
formed by three routers implementing standard networking protocols: UDP, IP, and ETH. In the middle are the
three interesting routers: MPEG, MFLOW, and SHELL.
DISPLAY

MPEG

MFLOW

SHELL

UDP

Figure 8: Scout Development Timeline.
IP

There are many other aspects of Scout that space does
not permit us to describe; most of them are orthogonal
to paths. For example, we believe software-based fault
isolation (SFI) [30] could be imposed on top of paths by
defining each router to be in a separate fault domain. Similarly, hardware-enforced protection could be imposed
between paths. Note that the horizontal partitioning(SFI)
is possible because Scout routers have well-defined interfaces, while the vertical partitioning (hardware protection) is enabled by explicit paths.
Also, the Scout router graph is configured at build time,
and as currently defined, it is not possible to extend the
graph at runtime. However, it is possible to configure an
interpreter into the router graph, thereby supporting extensibility. For example, we are currently implementing
the Java API (and interpreter) in Scout [10]. This will
make it possible to download Java applications into Scout
at runtime.

4 Demonstration Application
This section demonstrates the use and benefits of paths
with a simple, but realistic application implemented in
Scout. The application consists of receiving, decoding,
and displaying MPEG encoded video streams. MPEG
encoding is able to reduce the size of a video by a factor of 10 to 100, but this compression ratio comes with
a computationally expensive decompression algorithm.
Workstations have only recently become fast enough to
perform this task in realtime. Since MPEG decoding involves substantial computation, it is an application that
demonstrates some of the advantages of paths related to
resource management.

ETH

Figure 9: Router graph for MPEG example.
The MPEG router accepts messages from MFLOW,
applies the MPEG decompression algorithm to them, and
sends the decoded images to the DISPLAY router. There,
the images are queued for display at the appropriate time.
The MPEG router uses application-level framing (ALF)
[4] to minimize internal buffering. That is, the MPEG
source sends Ethernet MTU-sized packets that contain
an integral number of work-units (MPEG macroblocks).
This ensures that the MPEG decoder does not have to
maintain complex state across packet boundaries and obviates the need for undesirable queueing between MPEG
and MFLOW.
The MFLOW router implements a simple flow-control
protocol. MFLOW advertises the maximum sequence
number that it is willing to receive based on the sequence
number of the last processed packet and the input queue
size. MFLOW uses sequence numbers to ensure ordered,
but not reliable, delivery of packets to MPEG.
The SHELL router is used to create paths dynamically.
It is configured on top of UDP so it can receive command requests via the network. SHELL is not unlike a
UNIX shell in that it waits for a command request which
it then maps into a command “invocation.” In the context
of Scout, this involves mapping the command name into
an appropriate path create operation. To create a path,
SHELL requires two pieces of information: the router on
which the path create operation is to be invoked on and
a set of attributes (invariants). In the current implementation, an mpeg decode command always results in a
path create invocation on the DISPLAY router. In gen-

eral, SHELL might consult an environment variable to
select the graphics display to be used. SHELL creates
MPEG paths with the following two attributes:
PA NET PARTICIPANTS=hip-addr, udp-porti:
This attribute specifies the network address of the
process that sent the mpeg decode command
request. SHELL assumes that the network address
of the video source is the same as the address that
originated the command request.
PA PATHNAME=“MPEG”: The value of this attribute is a string that, in its simplest form, is
interpreted as a sequence of router-names. It is
used either to force a specific routing decision or
to supply routing information when there is no
other routing information available. In the case of
an MPEG path, SHELL sets this attribute to the
string “MPEG” to force DISPLAY to forward path
creation to the MPEG router.
Another attribute that is used during MPEG path creation is PA PROTID. Unlike the other attributes, this one
is not specified by the SHELL router. Instead, it is reset by each router that implements a networking protocol. The value of this attribute is the protocol id of the
next-higher level networking protocol. This id is normally needed during packet classification. For example,
IP packets with a protocol type of 6 are TCP packets and
TCP packets with a port number of 21 are normally FTP
packets. So when FTP forwards a path create operation to
TCP, it sets PA PROTID to 21. If TCP decides to forward
path creation to IP, it resets the value of PA PROTID to
6 to let IP know that it is dealing with a TCP path.
Figure 9 shows two video paths (from ETH to DISPLAY) and a shell path for receiving commands (from
ETH to SHELL). Note that the video paths take their input from, and deposit their output into, a queue. These
queues are serviced by interrupt handlers. In ETH, the
queue is filled in response to a receive interrupt, and in
DISPLAY, the queue is drained in response to the vertical
synchronization impulse of the video display. Output to
the display is synchronized to this impulse because there
is no point in updating the display at a higher frequency.
There are three points worth emphasizing about this
example. First, there are no queues other than the ones
in ETH and DISPLAY. As mentioned above, this is due
to MPEG’s use of ALF. Second, ALF—along with explicit paths—enable integrated layer processing. Since
MPEG reads the network packet data in units of 32 bits,
it would be straight-forward to integrate the (optional)
UDP checksum with the reading of the MPEG data. This
would require a path-transformation rule that matches
for MPEG being run directly on top of UDP. If this pattern matches, the path can be transformed by replacing

the UDP and MPEG receive processing functions with
functions that implement the UDP checksum computation as part of MPEG’s reading of the packet data. Third,
without queuing in the middle of the path, scheduling is
simplified—if the output queue is full already, there is little point in scheduling a thread to process a packet in the
input queue. This implication would not hold in the presence of additional queues.
Table 1 gives measurements that indicate the performance a Scout MPEG kernel can achieve. The table lists
the maximum decoding rate in frames per second for a selection of four video clips. To put these numbers in perspective, the table also gives the corresponding numbers
for Linux. The numbers are comparable in the sense that
both systems run on the same machine (a 300MHz 21064
Alpha), use essentially the same MPEG code, and receive the compressed video over the network. The dominant costs in this example are the decompression of the
MPEG stream and the dithering and displaying of the
video frames. That is, practically all time is spent in the
MPEG and DISPLAY routers.
Video
Flower
Neptune
RedsNightmare
Canyon

# of
frames
150
1345
1210
1758

max. rate [fps]
Scout Linux
44.7
37.1
49.9
39.2
67.1
55.5
245.9 183.3

Table 1: Coarse-Grain Comparison of Scout and Linux
While the playing field was as level as we could make
it, it must be understood that this is an apples and oranges comparison—the two systems have a very different scope, level of functionality, and maturity. Still, the
comparison is useful to establish that a path-based system such as Scout can easily achieve performance that is
consistent with the machine on which it runs.

4.2 Queues
As Figure 9 shows, two queues exist at the ends of the
MPEG path. These queues are in the ETH router (the input queue) and in DISPLAY (the output queue).
The input queue is required for two reasons: (1) for
high-latency networks it may be necessary to have multiple network packets in transit, and (2) because of network jitter, these multiple packets may all arrive clustered
together. Since the peak arrival rate at the Ethernet is
much higher than the MPEG processing rate, the queue
is needed to absorb such peaks.
Whereas the input queue absorbs bursts that are limited in size, the job of the output queue is to absorb jitter

at a more global level—decompression itself introduces
significant jitter. Depending on the spatial and temporal
complexity of a video scene, the encoded size of any particular video frame may be orders of magnitudes different from the size of the average frame in that stream. The
network may also suffer from significant jitter, e.g., due
to temporary congestion of a network link. Finally, the
sender of the MPEG stream itself is likely to add jitter
since the video may, for example, be read from a a disk
drive. Just how big should these queues be? Obviously,
they should be “just big enough,” but is it possible to put
some quantitative limits on their sizes?
First, consider the input queue. If processing a single
packet requires more time than it takes to request a new
packet from the source, then an input queue that can hold
two packets is sufficient: one slot is occupied while the
last received packet is being processed, and the second
(free) slot is advertised to the source. If the round-trip
time (RTT) is greater than the time to process a packet,
then the input queue needs to be two times the RTT 
bandwidth product of the network. MFLOW can measure the round-trip latency by putting a timestamp in its
header. The important point from the perspective of this
paper, however, is that accurate measurement of the peak
processing rate is enabled by paths—it is a simple matter
of specifying the appropriate transformation rule to ensure that the average time spent processing each packet
is measured. For MPEG, this means that the initial function in the ETH-stage of the router is modified to measure
processing time and to update the path attribute that keeps
track of the average processing time.
In the case of the output queue, the factors influencing queue size are more varied and complex. A complete
analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. In general,
bounding the size of this queue requires cooperation with
admission control and would typically employ a network
reservation system, such as RSVP [3]. The current implementation leaves this parameter under user control to
facilitate experimentation.

4.3 Scheduling
Since each video path has its own input queue and since
the packet classifier is run at interrupt time, newly arriving packets are immediately placed in the correct queue.
This means that once a packet is under control of the software, there is no danger of priority inversion due to lowpriority packets being processed ahead of high-priority
packets. This is one of the most significant advantages
of paths. For example, the early separation makes it possible to run a video stream while flooding the network
adapter with small Ethernet packets.
This is demonstrated in Table 2, which shows how
the maximum decoding frame rate for the Neptune video

drops when load is added to the Scout and Linux systems, respectively. The additional load consists of a flood
of ICMP ECHO requests (generated with ping -f). In
the Scout case, the video path is run at the default round
robin priority, whereas the path handling ICMP requests
is run at the next lower priority. In contrast, Linux handles ICMP and video packets identically inside the kernel. As the table shows, adding the ICMP load has little
effect on the frame rate for Scout, while the maximum
framerate for Linux drops by more than 42%. Clearly,
the early separation afforded by paths can have significant benefits. This is not to say that paths are the only way
to solve this particular problem (e.g., [22]), but it does
support our claim that paths can be an effective solution
to such problems.

Scout
Linux

Framerate [fps]
unloaded loaded
49.9
49.8
39.2
22.7


-0.2%
-42.1%

Table 2: Frame Rate Under Load
While the advantages of paths due to early separation
are important, paths play an even more intimate role in
scheduling. As explained in Section 3, a path can register a wakeup callback that can be used to adjust a thread’s
scheduling policy and priority according to its own needs.
The MPEG path uses this facility to ensure that any thread
that is ready for execution in the path will be scheduled
with the proper realtime constraints. In combination, separate input queues and proper scheduling guarantee that
the MPEG Scout kernel has no difficulty in delivering
and processing realtime MPEG packets even under severe background loads. For example, an arbitrary number of low-priority MPEG streams (or some other nonrealtime background work) can be displayed without adversely affecting realtime streams running in the foreground.
The default Scout scheduler is a fixed-priority, roundrobin scheduler. Since video is periodic, it seems reasonable to use rate-monotonic (RM) scheduling for MPEG
paths. With RM scheduling, a (periodic) realtime thread
receives a priority level that is proportional to the rate at
which it executes. That is, the frame-rate at which a video
is displayed would control the priority of the corresponding path. However, there are several reasons that make
earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduling more attractive
than RM scheduling. These include:


The frame-rate must be under user control to support features such as slow-motion play or fast forward. This implies that a large number of prioritylevels would be necessary. Otherwise, two MPEG

paths that have similar, but not identical, frame-rates
could not be distinguished scheduling-wise. If the
number of priority levels is large, EDF scheduling
is just as efficient as RM scheduling.


MPEG decoding is periodic, but not perfectly so.
Consider playing a movie at 31Hz on a machine with
a display update frequency of 30Hz. Given that only
30 images can be displayed every second, it will be
necessary to drop one image during each one second
interval. When the drop occurs, there is no need to
schedule that path, so a fixed priority would be suboptimal.



While not a quantitative argument, probably the
strongest case for EDF scheduling is that it is
the natural choice for a soft realtime thread that
moves data from an input queue to an output queue.
For example, if the output queue drains at 30
frames/second and the queue is half full, it is trivial to compute the deadline by which the next frame
has to be produced.

For these reasons, Scout uses EDF scheduling for realtime MPEG paths. For example, this allows Scout to display 8 Canyon movies at a rate of 10 frames per second,
together with a Neptune movie playing at 30 frames per
second, all without missing a single deadline. In contrast,
the same load with single-priority round-robin scheduling leads to a large number of missed deadlines if the output queues for the Canyon movies are large.3 For example, with a queue size of 128 frames, on the order of 850
out of 1345 deadlines are missed by the path displaying
the Neptune movie. The reason for the poor performance
of round-robin scheduling is that it keeps scheduling the 8
Canyon movies as long as their output queues are not full,
even at times when the Neptune movie needs the CPU
much more urgently.
One question that remains is how the deadline is computed. Here again, paths play a central role. If path execution is the bottleneck, then the output queue should be
kept as full as possible. In this case, it is best to set the
deadline to the display time of the next frame to be put
in the output queue. In contrast, if network latency is the
bottleneck, then the deadline should be based on the state
of the input queue. Since at any given time some number
of packets (n) should be in the transit to keep the network
pipe full, MFLOW must be able to advertise an open window of size n. This means that the deadline is the time at
which the input queue would have less than n free slots.
This time can be estimated based on the current length of
the queue and the average packet arrival rate.
3 Because it is difficult to compute globally meaningful priorities
for RM scheduling in a dynamic system—i.e., one where different rate
videos come and go—single-priority round-robin is the next best alternative. Therefore, we compare EDF to this case, rather than to RM.

Since the path object provides direct access to both
queues, the effective deadline can simply be computed
as the minimum of the deadlines associated with each
queue. Alternatively, the path can use the path execution time and network round-trip time to decide which
queue is the bottleneck queue, and then schedule according to the bottleneck queue only. The latter approach is
slightly more efficient, but requires a clear separation between path execution time and network round-trip time.
The implemented MPEG decoder is currently optimized
for the case where the output queue is the bottleneck, so
scheduling is always driven off of that queue.

4.4 Admission Control
Finally, paths enable admission control. As all memory
allocation requests are performed on behalf of a given
path, it is a simple matter of accounting to decide whether
a newly created path is admissible or not. Before starting path creation, the admission policy decides how much
memory can be granted to a new path. As long as each
router in the path lives within that constraint, the path creation process is allowed to continue. (Note that admission control has not yet been implemented in Scout.)
Paths are also useful in deciding admissibility with respect to CPU load. Again, this is due to the fact that it
is easy to compute the execution time spent per path—
our experiments show that there is a good correlation between the average size of a frame (in bits) and the average amount of CPU time it takes to decode a frame. Naturally, the model that translates average frame size into
CPU processing time is parameterized by the speed of the
CPU, the memory system, and the graphics card. Rather
than determining these parameters manually, it is much
easier to measure path execution time in the running system and use those measurements to derive the required
parameters. That is, the path execution timings are used
to derive the model parameters, which in turn, are used
for admission control.
Finally, if admission control determines that a video
cannot be displayed at the full rate, a user may choose
to view the video with reduced quality. For example,
the user may request that only every third image be displayed. Thanks to ALF and paths, it is possible to drop
packets of skipped frames as soon as they arrive at the
network adapter. This avoids wasting CPU cycles at a
time when they are at a premium.

5 Related Work
At a superficial level, Scout paths are similar to UNIX
pipes [28] and Pilot streams [25]. While all three abstractions have in common a linear sequence of “components”

(processes in UNIX, Mesa modules in Pilot, stages in
Scout), neither pipes nor streams provide any global context to the individual modules. Neither do they attempt to
optimize the code along a “path.” It is also the case that
UNIX pipes are more coarse-grain and uni-directional.
As mentioned in Section 1, there is a wealth of mechanisms that offer point-solutions to the more general problem of exploiting paths, both as a structuring framework
and as an optimization technique. This related work falls
broadly into two categories, depending on their primary
objective:


optimizing code along the “fast path,” or



improving resource management.

Examples of fast path optimizations include Synthesis
[19], Synthetix [24], PathIDs [17], Protocol Accelerators
[29], and integrated layer processing [4, 1]. Examples in
the second category include processor capacity reserves
[21], distributed/migrating threads [5, 9], and Rialto activities [16]. Because space does not permit us to contrast
all of this work in detail, we simply point out that the path
abstraction as presented in this paper is an attempt at unifying these various ideas. In particular, the proposed abstraction allows us to reason about both the fast path and
resource management issues. Our claim is that the unifying principle behind this abstraction is the global knowledge that paths afford. The rest of this section discusses
the related work we consider most relevant in more detail.
The system that is probably closest to Scout, at least in
terminology, is Da CaPo (dynamic configuration of protocols) [11]. It defines an infrastructure for building multimedia protocols. While Da CaPo has a notion of paths
and stages, there are important differences at all levels.
At lowest level, Da CaPo paths are uni-directional and
stages have very restricted functionality (they are essentially non-blockingevent-handlers). As a result, Da CaPo
is just powerful enough to accommodate common networking tasks. Also, interoperability with existing protocols is not a goal of Da CaPo. Another important difference is that path creation is left completely to an external “configuration manager.” As pointed out in Section 2, this means that in any reasonably complex system,
the configuration manager will be burdened by detailed
knowledge of the internal workings of particular protocols. In contrast, our path abstraction makes it easy to
exploit both local and global knowledge during path creation. At a higher level, Da CaPo focuses completely on
automatically selecting appropriate protocol functionality; performance and resource allocation appear to be secondary issues.
Kay [17] introduces the notion of a PathID, which is
designed specifically to reduce the latency of receive-side
network processing. Fundamentally, a PathID is similar

to a fine-grained virtual circuit identifier (VCI) in ATM
networks [7]. Since PathIDs are stored in a known location in the header of network messages, packet classification becomes trivial (in the worst case a table-lookup).
In [17], packets with a PathID are processed by highly
optimized, handwritten code. Since this code is manually tuned, maintainability and ease of use are problematic. In fact, the paper suggests that PathIDs should be
used for the rare cases where having to maintain two parallel branches of source code is a justifiable cost. Finally,
PathIDs do not attempt to elevate paths to a fundamental
OS structure, and the problem of creating paths without
human direction is not addressed.

6 Concluding Remarks
This paper makes two contributions. First, it describes
how paths can be made an explicit OS abstraction, and
shows how this abstraction has been implemented in
the Scout operating system. Second, it makes a case
for why paths should be made explicit. This case includes both the intuitive arguments made in Section 1,
and a demonstration of how paths proved beneficial in
one particular application—receiving, decoding, and displaying MPEG-compressed video. On this latter point,
we showed how paths are used to:


segregate work early to avoid priority inversion;



schedule the entire processing along a path according to the bottleneck queue, and to automatically determine the bottleneck queue in the system;



provide accountability to decide the admissibility of
a memory allocation request; and



discard unnecessary work early to minimize the
waste of resources.

What remains to be done is to demonstrate Scout—and
the utility of paths—on a wider set of domains. For example, work on a Scout-based Java-box, active network
router, and scalable storage server are under way.
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